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Abstract: Photonic nanoarchitectures in the wing scales of butterflies and moths are capable of fast
and chemically selective vapor sensing due to changing color when volatile vapors are introduced to
the surrounding atmosphere. This process is based on the capillary condensation of the vapors, which
results in the conformal change of the chitin-air nanoarchitectures and leads to a vapor-specific optical
response. Here, we investigated the optical responses of the wing scales of several butterfly and
moth species when mixtures of different volatile vapors were applied to the surrounding atmosphere.
We found that the optical responses for the different vapor mixtures fell between the optical responses
of the two pure solvents in all the investigated specimens. The detailed evaluation, using principal
component analysis, showed that the butterfly-wing-based sensor material is capable of differentiating
between vapor mixtures as the structural color response was found to be characteristic for each
of them.
Keywords: butterfly wing; moth wing; photonic crystal; vapor sensing; vapor mixture; principal
component analysis; chemical selectivity; optical readout

1. Introduction
The efficient detection of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in current applications is highly
needed as monitoring air quality in the living environment is becoming increasingly important [1–5].
For the characterization of VOCs in the ambient atmosphere, inexpensive sensors, which combine
chemically selective detection with high sensitivity, are required. The multivariate sensors, based on
photonic crystals, are excellent candidates for this task as their optical readout is relatively easy and
their response time is fast, while they can operate in ambient air without high operating temperature
or vacuum conditions [6,7]. Even though human-made photonic crystals have been available for
more than 30 years [8], the low-cost and large-scale production of these intricate structures has not
yet been implemented. The photonic nanoarchitectures provided by nature [9,10] are cheap and
ready-made nanostructures produced in macroscopic quantities and can instantly be used in various
applications [1]. These structures can be found in plants [11–13], insects [14,15], aquatic animals [16,17],
and birds [18–21]. The photonic nanoarchitectures in the wing scales of butterflies [22,23], insect
cuticles [24], and the barbules of bird feathers [25] were found to exhibit a measurable optical response
when the vapor composition of the ambient atmosphere changed. Therefore, they can be used as
sensor materials for vapor detection with an optical readout. This color change was shown to be
fully reversible [22] because the open structure of these porous photonic nanoarchitectures allows
fast exchange with the ambient vapors [26]. The vapor-induced color changes were also found to be
substance-selective in many types of photonic nanoarchitectures [27,28]. Based on these examples,
artificial bio-inspired sensor materials were developed [6,7,29].
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Figure 1.
reflectance
spectrum
of aofPolyommatus
icarus specimen
during
Figure
1. Peak
Peak intensity
intensityofofthe
therelative
relative
reflectance
spectrum
a Polyommatus
icarus specimen
increasing/decreasing ethanol vapor concentration. The graph showing hysteresis suggests that capillary
during increasing/decreasing ethanol vapor concentration. The graph showing hysteresis suggests that
condensation of the vapors is the governing process during the color change of the butterfly wings.
capillary condensation of the vapors is the governing process during the color change of the butterfly
wings.

The sensors based on biological photonic nanoarchitectures can be considered multivariate sensors,
which means that they demonstrate a high response dimensionality in the detection of condensable
The sensors based on biological photonic nanoarchitectures can be considered multivariate
vapors [1,6,7]. This is reflected in the chemically selective behavior, suggesting that they could be
sensors, which means that they demonstrate a high response dimensionality in the detection of
used to efficiently analyze vapor mixtures of different VOCs. In this study, we investigated for the
condensable vapors [1,6,7]. This is reflected in the chemically selective behavior, suggesting that they
first time how the structural color changes in a wide range of photonic nanoarchitectures occurring
could be used to efficiently analyze vapor mixtures of different VOCs. In this study, we investigated
in butterfly and moth wings when mixtures of different vapors were applied in the surrounding
for the first time how the structural color changes in a wide range of photonic nanoarchitectures
atmosphere, and how the optical response developed during this vapor-mixture exposure. To show
occurring in butterfly and moth wings when mixtures of different vapors were applied in the
the efficiency of the discrimination of the butterfly wings, we first used water and acetic acid vapor
surrounding atmosphere, and how the optical response developed during this vapor-mixture
mixtures in different concentrations and dilutions, and by using principal component analysis (PCA)
exposure. To show the efficiency of the discrimination of the butterfly wings, we first used water and
on the measured data, we showed that the increasing acetic acid concentration shifts the trajectories in
acetic acid vapor mixtures in different concentrations and dilutions, and by using principal
component analysis (PCA) on the measured data, we showed that the increasing acetic acid
concentration shifts the trajectories in the principal component (PC) scores plot but preserves the
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the measurement setup used in the vapor sensing experiment.
Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the measurement setup used in the vapor sensing experiment.
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vapors were mixed together in the desired ratio with digital mass flow controllers (Figure 2). A third
channel was used, providing pure artificial air to dilute the vapor mixtures to the desired extent. A
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To investigate the chemically selective behavior of the butterfly-wing-based sensor in detail, a
To investigate the chemically selective behavior of the butterfly-wing-based sensor in detail, a
H. polycletus male specimen was used in the vapor sensing experiment and three different vapor
H. polycletus male specimen was used in the vapor sensing experiment and three different vapor
mixtures were applied. The measured optical responses, i.e., the reflectance change spectra of the
mixtures were applied. The measured optical responses, i.e., the reflectance change spectra of the
wing in the case of acetone + ethanol, 2-propanol + ethanol, and water + ethanol vapor mixtures were
wing in the case of acetone + ethanol, 2-propanol + ethanol, and water + ethanol vapor mixtures were
recorded, and the results are depicted in Figure 5A. The concentration of the first saturated vapor
recorded, and the results are depicted in Figure 5A. The concentration of the first saturated vapor
component was set from 0% to 50%, whereas the second component was set adversely (50% to 0%).
component was set from 0% to 50%, whereas the second component was set adversely (50% to 0%).
The mixture was diluted with artificial air in a 1:1 ratio. All vapor mixtures showed similar behavior,
The mixture was diluted with artificial air in a 1:1 ratio. All vapor mixtures showed similar behavior,
as described earlier, as the optical responses of the mixtures fell between the pure solvents. To analyze
as described earlier, as the optical responses of the mixtures fell between the pure solvents. To analyze
the vapor-specific behavior, the measured data were evaluated with PCA. Figure 5B provides the
the vapor-specific behavior, the measured data were evaluated with PCA. Figure 5B provides the PC
PC scores plot, which contains the vapor sensing trajectories of the three different vapor mixtures.
scores plot, which contains the vapor sensing trajectories of the three different vapor mixtures. The
The cumulative variance of the PCs was 98%; PC 1 = 68.35%, PC 2 = 26.55%, PC 3 = 3.18%. The three
cumulative variance of the PCs was 98%; PC 1 = 68.35%, PC 2 = 26.55%, PC 3 = 3.18%. The three data
data points on the left that are close to each other, from which the trajectories originate, are the points
points on the left that are close to each other, from which the trajectories originate, are the points of
the pure ethanol vapor spectrum. Away from this, the curves spread apart, as the compositions of
the mixtures shift to their other components (water, 2-propanol, and acetone).
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4. Discussion

ambient atmosphere in our living environment can be considered a mixture of gases and
4.The
Discussion
vapors. To monitor air quality, i.e., the composition of such a complex system, multivariate sensors
The ambient atmosphere in our living environment can be considered a mixture of gases and
are required to efficiently detect the gas or vapor contents of this elaborate mixture. Sensors based
vapors. To monitor air quality, i.e., the composition of such a complex system, multivariate sensors
on structurally colored wings were shown to be an effective tool for the detection of condensable
are required to efficiently detect the gas or vapor contents of this elaborate mixture. Sensors based on
vapors [6,22,23], but the investigation of vapor mixtures in ambient air is still in its infancy [40].
structurally colored wings were shown to be an effective tool for the detection of condensable vapors
Here, the optical responses of several butterfly and moth species to vapor mixtures were investigated.
[6,22,23], but the investigation of vapor mixtures in ambient air is still in its infancy [40]. Here, the
The blue wing scales of P. icarus male specimens contain quasi-ordered photonic nanoarchitectures that
optical responses of several butterfly and moth species to vapor mixtures were investigated. The blue
can effectively detect vapors of different concentrations through capillary condensation and swelling of
wing scales of P. icarus male specimens contain quasi-ordered photonic nanoarchitectures that can
the chitin nanoarchitecture [28]. As the different vapors caused substance-specific optical responses [28],
effectively detect vapors of different concentrations through capillary condensation and swelling of
we expected unique and specific color changes in the case of vapor mixtures. Figure 3 depicts the PC
the chitin nanoarchitecture [28]. As the different vapors caused substance-specific optical responses
scores plot of the different acetic acid solutions applied as test substances. In our previous research, the
[28], we expected unique and specific color changes in the case of vapor mixtures. Figure 3 depicts
trajectories of water and 10% acetic acid solution were close to each other and had a similar shape [28].
the PC scores plot of the different acetic acid solutions applied as test substances. In our previous
Here, we found that the trajectories of the different acetic acid solutions appeared in a consecutive
research, the trajectories of water and 10% acetic acid solution were close to each other and had a
order from pure water to a 20% concentration solution and retained their initial shape, showing that an
similar shape [28]. Here, we found that the trajectories of the different acetic acid solutions appeared
increasing acetic acid content shifted the optical response of the butterfly wing scale and that this shift
in a consecutive order from pure water to a 20% concentration solution and retained their initial
was proportional to its concentration in the solution. Due to the concentration-dependent shift, all the
shape, showing that an increasing acetic acid content shifted the optical response of the butterfly
measured optical responses were specific to a certain mixture and to a specific vapor concentration:
wing scale and that this shift was proportional to its concentration in the solution. Due to the
the increase in the acetic acid concentration in the 0%–10%–15%–20% series shifted the end point of the
concentration-dependent shift, all the measured optical responses were specific to a certain mixture
trajectory in a roughly linear dependence and caused the monotonic extension of the overall length of
and to a specific vapor concentration: the increase in the acetic acid concentration in the 0%–10%–
the trajectory in the figure. The 20% acetic acid concentration approximatively doubled the length of
15%–20% series shifted the end point of the trajectory in a roughly linear dependence and caused the
the trajectory. Chitin exhibits substance-specific swelling [41]; therefore, this regular modification of
monotonic extension of the overall length of the trajectory in the figure. The 20% acetic acid
the shape of the trajectories is attributed to the enhanced swelling induced by the increasing amount
concentration approximatively doubled the length of the trajectory. Chitin exhibits substance-specific
swelling [41]; therefore, this regular modification of the shape of the trajectories is attributed to the
enhanced swelling induced by the increasing amount of acetic acid in the vapor mixture. In the case
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of acetic acid in the vapor mixture. In the case of the 5% and 10% solutions, the trajectories overlap
slightly, which may be due to the low acetic acid content of the former mixture.
The vapors prepared from pre-mixed solutions provided promising results, but, in most cases
when the components’ volatilities are significantly different, a separate preparation of the vapors is
needed. To achieve this, two independent gas bubblers with the required substances were used, and
the saturated vapors were mixed together in the desired ratio using mass flow controllers. This mixture
was also diluted with artificial air to control the concentration of the vapor mixture. With this setup, we
investigated the optical responses of five structurally colored Lepidoptera species. Figure 4 depicts the
characteristic responses for acetone + ethanol mixtures. The changes in the structural colors caused by
the different acetone + ethanol vapor mixtures always fell between the optical responses generated by
the two pure substances in a consecutive order, i.e., the phenomenon that was demonstrated in detail
with acetic acid + water solutions occurred in all investigated species and also with other substances.
The optical response from a certain vapor mixture consists of the linear combination of the optical
responses caused by the vapor components separately. As long as characteristic differences exist
between the two components’ optical responses (e.g., wavelength shifts in the relative reflectance
spectra), the optical response of the vapor mixture will also be substance-specific. This suggests
that the photonic nanoarchitectures occurring in the wing scales are capable of chemically selective
sensing of pure vapors as well as vapor mixtures. The different sensitivities of the different photonic
nanoarchitectures were also observed. The relative reflectances of M. aega, C. rhipheus, and H. polycletus
specimens during the vapor exposition showed a high degree of separation in the high ethanol
concentration range (20% acetone + 30% ethanol, 10% acetone + 40% ethanol, and 0% acetone + 50%
ethanol), whereas in the case of H. yunnani, we observed equidistant increases throughout the entire
concentration range. In this measurement, the wing of P. icarus only showed moderate sensitivity and
a significant color change was only observed in the near-UV wavelength range.
To demonstrate the chemically selective sensing of the vapor mixtures, a butterfly species with
an intense structural color and a photonic nanoarchitecture exhibiting a long-range order (photonic
crystal-type structure) was selected. The wings of a H. polycletus male specimen were tested with three
different vapor mixtures that all contained ethanol as one component. The mixtures of saturated vapors
were diluted with artificial air to avoid condensation of the vapors into the sensing cell. In Figure 5A,
the characteristic optical responses caused by the different vapor mixtures show substance-specific
behavior. The signal of pure ethanol vapor (magenta curves in Figure 5A) has a similar shape in
every case, representing the reproducibility of the measurement; the other components’ signals were
significantly different from each other, representing the vapor sensor’s chemically selective behavior.
The PC scores plot of the same measurement (Figure 5B) shows that the optical response evolved
as the vapor mixtures’ composition shifted from pure ethanol to the other substances. The vapor
sensing trajectories originated from a common point (pure ethanol) and these curves spread apart with
decreasing ethanol content, showing that the optical response changed as the other components were
added. Each of the tested substances that were added to ethanol generated trajectories parallel to one of
the planes of the three-dimensional (3D) representation in Figure 5, and each added substance defined
a different plane in this 3D representation. These results demonstrate that a butterfly wing-based
sensor material can discriminate between different vapor mixtures, as the optical response of these
biological photonic nanoarchitectures is substance-specific.
Finally, in the case of aqueous solutions, a so-called memory effect may occur. In Figure 6, the
results of two independent measurements are depicted, where the order of the components was
reversed in the second case. When two volatile compounds were applied, no differences were observed,
but when water was used instead of the first component, a slight alteration in the measured optical
response occurred. This is not an irreversible color change of the wing, but longer purging times with
artificial air are required when water vapors in higher concentrations are used. This is attributed to
the less volatile nature of water compared to other substances, whereas its interaction with the chitin
photonic nanoarchitecture is relatively strong, which also results in high optical responses.
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5. Conclusions
Multivariate sensors demonstrate a high-response dimensionality in the detection of condensable
vapors, which is reflected in their chemically selective behavior. Biological photonic nanoarchitectures,
occurring in the wing scales of butterflies and moths, were found to be efficient multivariate sensors,
which was manifested in their substance-specific optical responses [1,6,7,22,23,28]. In this study, the
vapor sensing capabilities of five butterfly and moth species were investigated when mixtures of VOCs
were applied in the surrounding atmosphere. It was found that optical responses of the mixtures
are the linear combination of the optical responses of the pure solvents, showing that the biological
photonic nanoarchitecture-based sensor materials can differentiate between vapor mixtures, as the
optical response was found to be characteristic for each of them. Further PCA evaluation confirmed
the chemically selective behavior, as the trajectories in the PC scores plot were found to be differently
directed when the second components were added to ethanol vapor. When mixtures based on water
vapor were applied, significant memory effect occurred, which can be attributed to the less volatile
nature of water compared to the VOCs. It is important to investigate how water vapor affects the
optical response signal because this is the highest concentration vapor in ambient air. In our future
experiments, we will focus on simulating real-life conditions and investigate how water-based vapor
mixtures affect the substance-selective vapor sensing of structurally colored wings. Furthermore, the
dynamic features of the optical response during the exposition of vapor mixtures can be analyzed
using machine learning algorithms. This new approach would provide additional information on
the interaction between the nanoarchitectures and the tested substances, which could allow us to
discriminate between vapor mixtures of three or more components.
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